The envelope gene is a cytopathic determinant of CCR5 tropic HIV-1.
Late stage AIDS associated CCR5 tropic HIV-1 clones (R5-AIDS HIV-1) exhibit greater cytopathic effects (CPE) than earlier isolates from the same patients. In this study, envelopes from a series of three biological clones derived from the same patient were evaluated as a cytopathic determinant of R5-AIDS HIV-1 for thymocytes. In a single round of replication in thymocytes, the AIDS associated clone mediated greater initiation of reverse transcription. This enhancement was not due to broadened coreceptor tropism, as all clones studied were exclusively R5 tropic. The full-length R5-AIDS env mediated greater infectivity than R5 pre-AIDS env when used to pseudotype a reporter virus. R5-AIDS env pseudotypes were more resistant to TAK-779 and showed more rapid infection kinetics but similar resistance to a CD4 blocking mAb. We conclude that the enhanced thymic replication and CPE shown by the R5-AIDS clone is due to enhanced efficiency of Env-mediated entry via CCR5.